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ABSTRACT. Studying and monitoring vegetation is the key to understand the current climate pattern in both regional and global scales. Dynamical Vegetation Models
(DVM) are useful tools in biome studies, since they are based on physical principles as well as on initial and boundary conditions. They are able to obtain evidences
of factors that influence the modeled environment, predicting future vegetation behavior and, in association with other models, making future predictions of vegetation
influence on climate or the effect of climate change on vegetation itself. In particular, reflectance models are part of DVMs. Some studies have attempted to identify canopy
elements influence on the vegetation cover albedo, obtaining the best configuration of parameters to be used. Important parameters are estimated from the reflectance in
specific spectral bands. Thus, the objective of this study was to evaluate the IBIS model - Integrated Biosphere Simulator performance running it at three bands – red,
near infrared, and blue, corresponding to the bands 1, 2 and 3 of the MODIS sensor, onboard of the TERRA and AQUA satellites. The sensitivity to optical parameters
(leaf reflectance) and architecture (slope of the leaves) of the canopy was also evaluated. These optical and architectural parameters were calibrated according to the
surface reflectance and vegetation index from MODIS for the Cuieiras Reserve (K34). The sensitivity analysis indicated a strong influence of the upper canopy parameters.

The parameters combination that minimizes the RMSE of EVI – Enhanced Vegetation Index (RMSE = 0.0245) were the slope of the upper canopy leaves χup = 0.92,
reflectance from the upper canopy leaves in the blue band ρblue−up = 0.0162, red band ρr ed−up = 0.0466 and near infrared band ρnir −up = 0.4427.

Keywords: reflectance models, tropical rainforest, remote sensing.

RESUMO. Estudar e monitorar a cobertura vegetal são importantes para compreender o padrão climático atual em escala regional e global. Os Modelos de Dinâmica
de Vegetação (MDV) são ferramentas úteis nos estudos de determinado bioma, pois são baseados em princı́pios fı́sicos e em condições iniciais e de contorno, podendo
então obter indı́cios dos fatores que influenciam o ambiente modelado, fazer previsões futuras do comportamento da vegetação e, associados a outros modelos, fazer
previsões futuras da influência da vegetação no clima, ou da mudança do clima na vegetação. Em particular, os modelos que simulam a reflectância de um dossel
fazem parte dos MDV. Alguns estudos têm sido feitos para identificar a influência dos componentes do dossel sobre o albedo da cobertura vegetal, obtendo a melhor
configuração dos parâmetros a serem usados. Para a vegetação, importantes parâmetros são estimados a partir da reflectância em faixas espectrais especı́ficas. Nesse
aspecto o objetivo desse trabalho foi adicionar no modelo IBIS – Integrated Biosphere Simulator três bandas vermelho, infravermelho próximo e azul, referentes às
bandas 1, 2 e 3 do sensor MODIS, a bordo dos satélites TERRA e AQUA, observando a sensibilidade aos parâmetros ópticos (reflectância de folhas) e arquitetônicos
(inclinação das folhas) do dossel e calibrando esses parâmetros de acordo com os produtos de reflectância de superfı́cie e ı́ndice de vegetação do MODIS para a Reserva
do Cuieiras (K34). A análise de sensibilidade indicou forte influência dos parâmetros referentes à parte superior do dossel. A combinação dos parâmetros que minimizou
o RMSE do EVI – Enhanced Vegetation Index (RMSEmin = 0,0245) foi a inclinação das folhas do dossel superior χup = 0,92, reflectância das folhas da parte superior

do dossel na faixa do azul ρblue−up = 0,0162, vermelho ρr ed−up = 0,0466 e infravermelho próximo ρnir −up = 0,4427.
Palavras-chave: modelos de reflectância, floresta amazônica, sensoriamento remoto.
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INTRODUCTION
More than half of the annual net primary production (NPP) over
the world occurs in the tropics, and the tropical forests are responsible for the most part of this production (Mulkey et al., 1996). The
Amazon rainforest, for example, influences the regional and global
climates, making the study of the vegetation dynamics in the
Amazon region and its relation with the climate a matter of great
interest in ecosystem-biosphere interaction studies (Kobayashi &
Dye, 2005; Huete et al., 2006a).
In this aspect, the Dynamical Vegetation Models (DVM) are
useful tools in biome studies, since they are based on physical
principles as well as on initial and boundary conditions (Yanagi &
Costa, 2011). They can obtain evidences of factors that influence
the modeled environment, predict future vegetation behavior, and,
in association with other models, make future predictions of the
vegetation influence on climate or of the effect of climate change
on vegetation itself.
The DVMs are integrated by a set of interdependent models of
mass, heat and “momentum” exchange between the atmosphere
and the earth surface. In particular, the reflectance models belong to this set of models which compose the DVMs, as the surface reflectance is an important factor in the modeling of many
Earth systems, and it is used to calculate the albedo and fraction of
photosyntetically active radiation (fPAR) absorbed by the canopy.
The possibility to simulate cover characteristic variations and the
reflectance values allow estimating trends and acquiring configuration improvements of the factors that compose the models.
The study of the electromagnetic radiation (EMR) interaction
with canopies focuses on the variation of the physiological processes, canopy structural and illumination geometry parameters,
and sight over its spectral responses, and from these responses,
other vegetation parameters, like biomass or carbon stock, etc,
can be inferred in qualitative and quantitative terms.
Considering the need of studying the parameters that interfere in the canopy reflectance response, the purpose of this work
was to study the influence of the architectural and spectral parameters in the values and in the reflectance sensitivity of a tropical
forest simulated by the Integrated Biosphere Simulator – IBIS for
the Cuieras Biological Reserve – K34, equivalent to the MODIS
sensor bands 1, 2 and 3, red (650 nm), near infrared (850 nm)
and blue (460 nm) bands, respectively, and to calibrate the model,
validating the results with the MODIS sensor data.
THEORETICAL FUNDAMENTALS
The leaf is the main canopy element related to its interaction with
the EMR, and the analysis of reflectance, transmittance and ab-

sorptance is necessary for the accomplishment of the leaf and,
consequently, of the canopy spectral studies. When only a single isolated leaf is considered, it can be noted that its spectral
response is related to its chemical, morphological and physiological compositions, and each one predominantly influences,
at least, three optical spectrum regions: Visible region (400720 nm): a region dominated by the absorption of leaf existing
pigments (chlorophyll, carotenes and xanthophylls). The absorption is higher in the blue (near 440 nm) and in the red region
(650 nm) due to the action of these pigments only. Near infrared
(NIR) region (720-1100 nm): a region with low radiation absorption and considerable internal scattering, presenting high reflectivity as its main characteristic. The absorption by water is low
in this spectrum region. Mid infrared region (1100-3200 nm): a
region with high absorption due to the presence of liquid water
(Ponzoni & Shimabukuro, 2007).
In relation to canopies, the reflectance variation of the vegetation cover in different spectral bands depends mainly on the optical characteristics (leaf and stem reflectance), and on the canopy
architecture (Leaf Area Index – LAI, leaf and stem angular distribution). However, in some studies it can be observed that the
reflectance curve shape of a canopy is similar to the reflectance
curve of the isolated leaves that compose the canopy (Goel, 1988;
Jensen, 2000; Ponzoni & Shimabukuro, 2007).
The vegetation reflectance modeling has generated many important parameter estimations for the environmental system modeling. Liu et al. (2008) used satellite data (MODIS), reflectance
model (two-stream) and a leaf dynamics model (Dickinson et al.,
2008) to infer the LAI seasonality, a parameter directly related to
the surface model performance.
Yanagi & Costa (2011) evaluated the albedo response sensitivity of the IBIS – “Integrated Biosphere Simulator” model (Foley
et al., 1996) for a tropical forest in the visible and near infrared
bands, varying the canopy architectural parameters (leaf orientation) and the spectral parameters (leaf reflectance). Being so, it
was obtained the best configuration of the parameters to be used,
which were validated with a field campaign in the Cuieiras Biological Reserve (K34), located near Manaus.
For vegetation, important characteristics are estimated using
the reflectance in specific bands. Two bands with important analysis for the vegetation study are the red (650 nm) – with low reflectance by the solar radiation absorption due to the action of the
leaf photosynthetic pigments – and the near infrared (850 nm) –
with high reflectance due to the radiation scattering related to the
leaf cellular structure (Knipling, 1970).
Nowadays, a common tool for the vegetation study and
monitoring are the images of the Moderate Resolution Imaging
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Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor, which is the main sensor
aboard the TERRA and AQUA platforms, launched on December
18, 1999 and on May 4, 2002, respectively. The satellites have
different passage times, 10h30min for TERRA satellite and
13h30min for AQUA satellite.
Many applications have been assigned to the use of the
MODIS sensor and its products for the tropical Forest study.
Seasonal variations (phenology) (Xiao et al., 2006; Huete et al.,
2006b) were identified using the MODIS EVI (Enhanced Vegetation Index) data, in which it was concluded that this seasonality
assignment can be related to the solar radiation seasonality and
not to the annual climatic seasons. The leaf area index, the seasonality of this index (Asner et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2008), and
gross primary production – GPP (Ichii et al., 2007) estimations
are completed and evaluated using the MODIS obtained data.
One of the available products is the MOD09 (MODIS/
TERRA)/MYD09 (MODIS/AQUA), which refers to the surface reflectance, with the wavelengths centered on 648, 858, 470, 555,
1240, 1640 and 2130 nm, corresponding to bands 1 to 7. This
product is a surface spectral reflectance estimation in each band.
Other two products offered by the MODIS are the MOD13
(MODIS/TERRA) and MYD13 (MODIS/AQUA), derived from
MOD09 and MYD09 respectively, making available data from two
vegetation indexes, the NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index) and the EVI (Enhanced Vegetation Index). These indexes
provide temporal and spatial data consistent comparisons of the
global vegetation conditions, allowing the photosynthetic activity
monitoring, and vegetation biophysical and phenological change
detection.
EXPERIMENTAL AREA DESCRIPTION
The experimental site of Cuieiras Biological Reserve (2◦ 350 S,
60◦ 070 W), where one of the monitoring towers of the Large Scale
Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazônia (LBA) is settled,
is located 60 km north of Manaus-AM and 90 m above sea level
(Fig. 1). It presents the typical undisturbed primary tropical forest
vegetation, highly diversified in floristic terms, with the canopy
reaching between 30 and 40 m. The relief is composed by many
valley intercalated plateaus, constituting a rich drainage network;
it presents an alic yellow latosol, with a clay texture and satisfactory drainage (Chauvel, 1982). The local climate is a Central
Amazonian typical climate, with high temperatures, quite abundant rains during the year, and a brief dry season.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
MODIS/TERRA and MODIS/AQUA data collecting
and processing
The MODIS – MOD09Q1, MOD13Q1 (TERRA) and MYD09Q1,
MYD13Q1 (AQUA) data are distributed on the site Earth ObservBrazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 30(4), 2012
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ing System Data Gateway , with spatial resolution of 250 m. The
MOD09Q1 and MYD09Q1 images (surface reflectance) have 8day temporal resolution, whereas the MOD13Q1 and MYD13Q1
images have 16-day resolution. The acquired Tiles (projection
and mosaic single system) referred to Cuieiras Reserve location,
from the period 2002 to 2005, with the first image on 01/01/2002
and the last image on 12/27/2005 with a 16-day interval.
The selected images corresponded to the dates when the K34
field data collection was carried out (data used for model input),
and the selected images were those that apparently were free from
the presence of clouds in the site location and with good quality. This selection was accomplished using the QA (Quality Assessment) information of each image pixel. The QA indicates the
good quality content of a pixel after the image processing, that is,
if the image processing could treat adequately the pixel’s noise,
the presence of clouds, aerosols or geometric errors. This kind of
assessment allows the automation of the pure pixel assessment.
After this first evaluation, the pixels that did not present good quality were replaced by the neighbor pixel with better quality.
For comparison with the model results, the images were converted from digital numbers (DN) to reflectance physical values
(RPV), for bands 1 (red, 650 nm), 2 (near infrared, 850 nm) and
3 (blue, 460 nm), using 16 bits (65536 gray levels) for the reflectance conversion factor (Eq. 1). This conversion factor is provided in the same image file or at the MODIS product distribution
site. The same procedure was carried out for the NDVI and EVI
images, and these products are also in digital numbers and need
to be converted to vegetation index values. The MOD09, MOD13,
MYD09, MYD13 products use the same conversion factor. The
data were extracted and converted to physical values via NCL
programming (NCAR Command Language).
V F R = N D × 0.0001

(1)

IBIS model description
The IBIS belongs to a new generation of global biosphere
models, classified as global vegetation dynamic model, that considers the changes which occurred in the vegetation composition
and structure as a response to the environmental conditions. This
model comprehends many processes, including the interactions
between the surface and the atmosphere, CO2 and nutrient cycles,
and vegetation dynamics. It is one of the few models that incorporates the ecosystem process variety in a single structure, including: energy, water and carbon dioxide exchange among soil,
plants and atmosphere; plant and soil organism physiological
processes, including CO2 assimilation and respiration; growth
and competition between plants; nutrient (C, N) cycle and soil
physical processes (Foley et al., 1996). For this study it will be
considered only the model part related to the radiative transfer in
the canopies.
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Figure 1 – Study area – site K34.

With one hour interval, the IBIS model uses as input data the
incident solar radiation (W.m–2 ), the reflected radiation (W.m–2 ),
the air temperature (◦ C), the horizontal wind velocity (m.s–1 );
precipitation (mm) and relative humidity of air (%). These data
were measured using a micrometeorological tower installed in the
Reserve for the period from 2002 to 2005.
In the IBIS model the canopy reflectance is considered as the
ratio of reflected radiation flux to incident radiation, and the total reflectance is an average of the two reflectance types (direct
and diffuse), each one associated to an incident irradiance field,
where the two reflectance types are combined to obtain the surface
reflectance (ρ):
i ri
I d r d + Iin
(2)
ρ = in d
i
Iin + Iin

where r d is the directional-hemispherical reflectance associated
d;
to the incident irradiance field which is purely collimated Iin
i
and r are the indirect hemispherical reflectance associated to
i field which is purely isotropic.
the irradiance Iin
The solar radiation exchange among the soil, vegetation
and atmosphere is calculated following the two-stream approximation, which consists in combining the characteristics of the

subsequent layer reflectance and transmittance in order to evaluate the reflectance in a given canopy. For example, if we get
an intermediate point between the two canopy layers (upper and
lower) as reference, this point will be illuminated by two fluxes
coming from the upper and lower layers to the reference point.
The model considers the canopy constituted by two layers and
the soil presence. The calculation is separated for the direct and
diffuse radiation, both for visible bands (400 to 700 nm) and
solar infrared (700 to 4000 nm).
The two-stream algorithm uses some canopy spectral and
architectural parameters. The architectural parameters include
upper and lower part element orientation (χup , χlo ), soil cover
fraction due to the canopy upper and lower part ( f up , flo ), leaf
area index (LAI), stem area index (SAI). Within the spectral parameters, we have canopy upper and lower part leaf reflectance
in the visible and infrared bands (ρvis−up , ρvis−lo , ρnir−up and
ρnir−lo ), canopy upper and lower part leaf transmittance, in the
visible and infrared (τvis−up , τvis−lo , τnir−up and τnir−lo ).
More description about the two-stream algorithm can be
found in Dickinson (1983) and Sellers (1985), with description
in Bonan (1996) and also in Oleson et al. (2004).
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Table 1 – Parameters used in the model.

Architectural parameter values
Leaf area index (L)
Stem area index (S)
Canopy lower part cover fraction ( f lo)
Canopy upper part cover fraction ( f up)

6.175
0.025
0.500
0.975

Direct and diffuse soil reflectance in the visı́ble (ag.V I S)
Direct and diffuse soil reflectance in the infrared (ag.N I R)
Leaf transmittance (lower canopy) in the visible (τvis−lo )
Leaf transmittance (upper canopy) in the visible (τvis−up )
Leaf transmittance (lower canopy) in the infrared (τnir−lo )
Leaf transmittance (upper canopy) in the infrared (τnir−lo )

0.100
0.400
0.070
0.050
0.250
0.200

Optical parameters

Spectral band implementation in IBIS
In this study, the IBIS version 0-D (Foley et al., 1996) was
used. The IBIS model module that handles the radiative transfer in canopies performs the reflectance calculation for the visible (albedo) and infrared bands. Then, the calculation for the reflectance in blue and in red were added to the model using the
same equations the model applied for the reflectance calculation
in the visible, and the calculation for the near infrared followed the
equations used for the infrared.
For the band insertion, even using the equations in the visible
and infrared already in the model, it was necessary to add to the
IBIS code the parameters related to the canopy upper and lower
part leaf reflectance in the blue, red and near infrared (ρblue−up ,
ρblue−lo , ρred−up , ρred−lo , ρnir−up , ρnir−lo ) bands and also,
for the calculation, the leaf and stem transmittances for each band
(τblue−up , τblue−lo , τred−up , τred−lo , τnir−up , τnir−lo ).
The canopy reflectance in all bands is calculated separately
by the model. The input data for the IBIS model radiative transfer
part are the incident and reflected radiations, measured from 2002
to 2005, with one hour interval.
Eight optical and architectural model parameters were evaluated: canopy upper layer leaf and stem orientation (χup ) and
canopy lower layer leaf orientation (χlo ), canopy upper and lower
layer leaf reflectance in the red, near infrared and blue bands
(ρred−up , ρred−lo , ρnir−up , ρnir−lo , ρblue−up and ρblue−lo ).
Other canopy spectral and architectural parameters, used in
IBIS (Table 1), were kept fixed.
Firstly, a sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the
canopy architectural and biophysical parameters that most influence the canopy reflectance estimated by the model for the
Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 30(4), 2012

study site. After identifying the parameters, a calibration of
these parameters was carried out, in order to obtain the best
model configuration. The calibrations were performed observing
the smallest RMSE value, combining the ρλ−up and values, for
the reflectance estimated by the model, in comparison with the
surface reflectance data in each MODIS band.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sensitivity analysis
The reflectance parameters simulated by the IBIS model and analyzed in this work were: canopy upper layer leaf and stem orientation (χup ) and canopy lower layear leaf orientation (χlo ), canopy
upper and lower leaf reflectance in the bands blue, red and near
infrared (ρblue−up , ρblue−lo , ρred−up , ρred−lo , ρnir−up and
ρnir−lo ).
The leaf orientation, for both layers, had values simulated
between 1 (horizontal) and −1 (vertical). The model response
related to the two parameters can be seen in Figure 2. For the
Amazon region, the leaf inclination sensitivity, in general, is
higher in the three bands for the upper canopy. It can also be
observed that the IBIS estimated reflectance presents a larger variation when χup is modified and not χlo . The explanation is that,
in a dense forest like Amazon, the upper canopy part absorbs
large part of the solar radiation, and prevents it to reach the lower
canopy part and, consequently, the return of the reflectance. For
this reason, there is a lower reflectance sensitivity in relation to
the canopy lower part leaves.
The same behavior can be observed for the upper and lower
canopy leaf reflectance for each band (Fig. 3), where the highest
sensitivity is observed for the forest upper canopy leaves. These
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Figure 2 – Canopy reflectance sensitivity in relation to the inclination of canopy upper (a – c – e) and bottom leaves (b – d – f). ab – blue; cd red; ef – near infrared.

results show the relevance of the canopy upper layer spectral and
architectural parameters, and the low sensitivity of the modeled
reflectance in relation to the canopy lower layer parameters. The
influence of the illumination geometry was not treated in this study
because the MODIS images always have the same acquisition

hour, and the reflectance, then, could not be evaluated under different solar inclination angles.
Thus, the parameter calibration was carried out for the
canopy upper layer, considering the predominant influence, in
each band, of the canopy upper layer leaf reflectance and the
Revista Brasileira de Geofı́sica, Vol. 30(4), 2012
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Figure 3 – Canopy reflectance sensitivity in relation to the reflectance of canopy upper (a – c – e) and bottom leaves (b – d – f). ab – blue; cd red; ef – near infrared.

inclination of the canopy upper layer leaves in the reflectance
simulated by the model.

Reflectance calibration and leaf inclination
Through the sensitivity analysis, it was possible to identify that
the most influent parameters in the reflectance in each band beBrazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 30(4), 2012

long to the canopy upper part (Figs. 2 and 3). The reflectances
in each canopy lower layer band had fixed values of 0.062 (for
the blue and the red) and 0.60 (for the near infrared), and
χlo = 0.10 for the leaf inclination, which were values obtained
by Yanagi & Costa (2011). For MODIS data, the leaf reflectances
were calibrated, for each band (ρλ−up ), and the leaf inclination
(χup ), all for the canopy upper layer.
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Many combinations between the leaf reflectance (in each
band) and the leaf inclination of the canopy upper part were
tested according to two MODIS products, the surface reflectance
and the EVI vegetation index. Thus, the calibration of these factors
were carried out, considering each band separately, and a calibration considering the three bands together (blue, red and near
infrared), which are used for the EVI calculation.
For the leaf reflectance, the values that produced the best
canopy reflectance adjustment were: varying between 0.0128 and
0.0137 for the blue band (ρblue−up ), between 0.0463 and 0.0471
for the red (ρred−up ), and between 0.4338 and 0.4348 for the
near infrared (ρnir−up ).
In relation to the geometric parameters, the leaf inclination
value, which minimized the canopy reflectance RMSE, had different results for the three bands. The best configuration was
χup with values between 0 and 0.1, for the blue band, between
0.37 and 0.47 for the red χup , and between 0.90 and 0.95 for the
near infrared band χup . The difference for the χup values found
for each band can be related to the errors caused by the propriety differences of each studied wavelength. Phenomena like absorption, reflection and scattering by the atmosphere constituents,
liquid water presence in the canopy components influence the reflectance measured by the sensor. Not all sensor data that refer
to the site location were obtained at nadir, generating differences
between the measurements, as the model simulates only the reflectance at nadir, this also generated calibration divergences.
To find a single value for χup , more coherent for the model,
another calibration was performed using the MODIS EVI products. The reason is that EVI is a normalization of the three bands
(blue, red and near infrared) with atmosphere and soil correction
factors. Being so, there is also the calibration of the three bands
and the leaf inclination simultaneously.
Then, the optical and geometric parameter configuration that
minimized the RMSE (0.0245) was ρblue−up = 0.0162, ρred−up
= 0.0466, ρnir−up = 0.4427 and a χup = 0.92.
The optimum leaf reflectance values in the blue and near infrared band had slight alterations in relation to the analysis of
each band separately, whereas the red band is within the optimum
band previously found.
In relation to the leaf inclination, the result showed an approximation with the near infrared calibration, indicating that the corrections (atmosphere, soil and sight) within the EVI data produced
good results for the calibration, as the EVI presents corrections in
the blue and in the red band.
Yanagi & Costa (2011) obtained a χup equals to 0.86 in the
albedo simulation study for the same study site, based on the VIS

and NIR band analyses. On the other hand, Bonan (1996) and
Oleson et al. (2004) found values varying between −0.4 and 0.6
for the same parameter in the canopy albedo simulation. The value
equals to 0.86 is nearer to the calibration obtained through the
comparison with the EVI.
Figure 4 shows the dispersion graphs of the MODIS data in
relation to the simulated by the IBIS model for the years 2002,
2003 and 2004. The graphs indicate the linearity of the two data.
The closer to the straight line y = x, the more intense the data
proximity. The data also show slight interannual variation.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study the reflectance sensitivity was evaluated in the bands
blue (460 nm), red (650 nm) and near infrared (850 nm) simulated
by the IBIS model for a set of spectral and architectural parameters
of the tropical forest canopy.
The reflectances were evaluated according to the MODIS sensor data for Cuieiras (K34) Biological Reserve. The sensitivity
analysis indicated an intense response for the parameters which
refer to the canopy upper part due to the high forest LAI, indicating
that the forest reflectance, according to the carried out simulations, measured through orbital optical remote sensors, is governed, predominantly, by the canopy upper part. The parameter combination for a smaller RMSE = 0.0245 was χup = 0.92,
ρblue−up = 0.0162, ρred−up = 0.0466, ρnir−up = 0.4427 in comparison with the EVI vegetation index.
This study indicates the simulation potential in narrow eletromagnetic spectrum bands for the radiative transfer part of the dynamical vegetation model, IBIS. For future studies, parameter additions, like leaf area index dynamics, will enable a more comprehensive seasonality check and the application in different biomes.
Larger area studies is an optimal practice in the modeling area,
where it could be observed in a given location the vegetation response related to the climatic characteristics in the region.
The results of this work are limited by the lack of the field
campaigns that can add errors and the MODIS data constitute a
product that presents some imprecision. It is worth mentioning
the importance of the field campaigns for this kind of study, as
these measurements are less influenced by the atmospheric constituents. The union of modeling, field campaigns and remote
sensing data would complete the reflectance study for the climatic
models.
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